Ingalls Shipbuilding is Streamlining Their
Methodology for Short Term Tactical Planning

Project Snapshot

The front line foremen, who are responsible for the safety, quality, cost and
schedule performance of their crew, has more impact on production than any
other member of management. The most laborious tasks of foremen are
planning, progressing and projecting the crew’s work responsibilities covering
a two-week (short term schedule) window. As a result, the foremen’s ability to
manage people, issues and quality is restricted.

This project’s primary focus is increasing the foremen’s availability to the crew.
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Project Start:

February 2017

Objectives:


Develop a tailored tool/system
to provide status for short
term schedule, engineering
changes, job packages,
material, personnel and
personnel certification in a
more rapid fashion

Estimated Savings:


$1.26M per DDG Hull
Reduce craft re-work
Reduce unplanned material
issues
- Leverage benefits from the
Work Flow Tracking project

-



Also applicable to other hull
forms (LHA, LPD, and NSC)
S2700 Tactical Information Planning
System (TIPS) Rev B (1017)
Distribution Statement A: Approved for
public release; distribution is unlimited.

Foremen have experienced most problems an employee could face. They are
familiar with equipment, Engineering, Planning, material processes and product
deficiencies. Therefore, they represent the solution to most of the problems
that their employees face. The envisioned Tactical Information Planning System
(TIPS) project will develop a digital process that will increase the front line
foremen’s efficiency. In addition, the Ingalls Pipe Shop will have an improved
decision making process to yield a better short term planning product. A
secondary benefit is increasing the use and utility of mobility applications at
the shop floor and deck plate levels. Mobile work capability is critical to future
efficiency improvements. The proposed application and process accomplish
these objectives by consolidating the needed information from the systems of
record for scheduling, engineering changes, material, shop status and capacity,
job planning, certifications, and personnel availability, which allows the worker
to complete jobs faster and could reduce the amount of rework.
The 18-month project will be conducted across two phases at Huntington
Ingalls Industries-Ingalls Shipbuilding. Phase I will help understand the present
process, opportunities, and develop a high-level design for a new system. The
new system and process mapping will enable a vision for a new system that
streamlines numerous foreman administrative tasks necessary to achieve short
term scheduling and work assignment. Phase II will develop the system
identified in the first phase and test the system with a pilot test. Once
implemented, Ingalls anticipates labor savings resulting from the
implementation of more efficient processes and increased mobility applications
that translate into a potential cost savings of $1.26M per DDG hull or $6.3M
over five years.
NSAM is a Navy ManTech Center of Excellence, chartered by the Office of
Naval Research (ONR) to develop advanced manufacturing technologies and
deploy them in U.S. shipyards and other industrial facilities. NSAM's primary
goal is to improve manufacturing processes and ultimately reduce the cost and
time required to build and repair Navy ships and other weapons platforms. For
additional information on this and other NSAM projects, please visit
www.nsamcenter.org.
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